
ALL DART LEAGUE SHOOTERS
WEDNESDAY REMOTE LEAGUES MUST CHOOSE 

PLAY REMOTE LEAGUE 

1) Match Time 7:30
2) Inclement weather/Illness; call the opposing captain, if you can't contact him/her call Artie or 

Steph (ONLY AS A LAST RESORT!!!) This applies to all match postponements or changes 
3) All present shooters on the roster MUST SHOOT A MINIMUM OF  7 GAMES
4) Darts that stick and do not register must be tapped from behind by the OPPOSING CAPTAIN so

that it registers
5) NO HARASSING shooters while they are at the line to shoot
6) No fighting or making opposing shooters feel uncomfortable or threatened 
7) Have Fun, Relax, Shoot Darts 
8) These rules take precedent over and supersede all other printed and hearsay rules
9) Complete rules are available upon request or at ABNovelty.com
10)The '01 games will be MASTER OUT games. This means you must hit a double, triple, or Bulls 

eye to go out. This is being done so that our league averages can be used by shooters who go to 
NDA and other sanctioned tournaments. Double out game averages are not recognized by these 
organizations. All games are also “STACKED SCORING”. Simply stated 3 people from each 
team shoot each game in sequence. The name on the board is the player who shoots in the 
rotation. 

11)READ THE BOARD BEFORE YOU SHOOT AND BE SURE YOUR NAME IS 
UP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

12)NO ADDING PLAYERS AT THE BOARD. Players must be called into league coordinator by 
5pm on match day

13)Shooting under another name will result in PERMANENT EXPULSION FOR BOTH  
PLAYERS!

14)Player Dues and Location Sponsor money due before first match
15)The location is ultimately responsible for all SPONSOR FEES AND PLAYER DUES; if a team 

fails to finish the season the LOCATION is responsible to pay ALL unpaid team player dues for 
the remainder of the season

16)Location is responsible for all internet and phone connections. If AB Novelty is called out to 
diagnose or repair communication to or from the dart board that is NOT due to dartboard 
malfunction, the location will be billed at the standard rate of $75 for the initial call and $50 per 
hour for every subsequent hour. Keep your internet up and running! 

17)A THROWN DART CAN NOT BE RETRIEVED AND THROWN AGAIN!!! If it sticks and 
does not registered it may be tapped to register. Penalty for rethrowing a dart will be LOSS OF 
THAT GAME

18)ALL SHOOTERS MUST SHOOT A MINIMUM OF 7 GAMES EACH MATCH. Shooting less 
than 7 games will result in the offending team ceding 1 win to their opponent for each game not 
shot. ***Work, Family, and illness will be taken into consideration before penalty is enforced. 

19)Locations assume ALL FINANCIAL BURDEN if, and only if, a match is not played. 
20)If any cameras go out during a match call league coordinator immediately at 570-366-7771


